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1) Book reviews

Delete: The virtue of forgetting in the digital age

Schools under surveillance: Cultures of control in public education

Spying with maps: Surveillance technologies and the future of privacy

The real significance of Wikileaks

The road to Big Brother: One man’s struggle against the surveillance society

Wiring up the Big Brother machine... and fighting it

2) The CATO Institute

“How do bureaucracies work?”

“Obama moves to protect, rather than fix, Patriot Act”

“Over the counter cloak and dagger”
“The Patriot Act: Does it actually work?”

“Surveillance and the war on terrorism”

“Surveillance can’t make us secure”

“Wiretapping the internet”

3) Ethics and surveillance

“A symposium on Intelligence ethics”

“An ethical decision-making framework for competitor intelligence gathering”

“Computing ethics — Surrounded by machines”

“Does surveillance make us morally better?”

“Ethical considerations in the conduct of electronic surveillance research”

“The Trouble with transparency”

“The Virtuous spy: Privacy as an ethical limit”
4) Fiction

“Age of surveillance”

“The art of human surveillance”

5) Legal matters and legislation

“Federal courts — Standing — Sixth Circuit denies standing to challenge terrorist surveillance program”

“If the Supreme Court were on Facebook: Evaluating the reasonable expectation of privacy test from a social perspective”

“In re directives pursuant to section 105B of the foreign intelligence surveillance act: Judicial recognition of certain warrantless foreign intelligence surveillance”

“Is Big Brother watching you? United States v. Pineda-Moreno and the ninth circuit’s dismantling of the fourth amendment’s protections”

“National security v. Civil liberties”

“The argument against technology-neutral surveillance laws”

“Towards a ‘new’ political anatomy of financial surveillance”
6) Psychology of surveillance

“Dear Voyeur, meet Flaneur... Sincerely, social media”

“ ‘Do you know who I am?’: Exploring identity and privacy”

“From the beginning: Children as subjects and agents of surveillance”

“National surveillance of psychological risk factors in the workplace: An international overview”

“Shifting anxieties, altered media: Risk communication in networked times”

“Social impacts of transport surveillance”

“Surveillance and child protection: De-mystifying the Trojan Horse”

7) Studying surveillance

7.1) Concerning privacy and resistance

“Law, privacy and information technology: a sleepwalk through the surveillance society”

“Networks and resistance: Investigating online advocacy networks as a modality for resisting state surveillance”

“Privacy and the USA Patriot act: Rights, the value of rights, and autonomy”
“Privacy in public places: Do GPS and video surveillance provide plain views”

“‘Privacy is a basic American value’: Globalisation and the construction of web privacy in Israel”

“Somebody’s watching me: Surveillance and privacy in the age of national insecurity”

“Understanding resistance to digital surveillance: Towards a multi-disciplinary, multi-actor framework”

7.2) Sociological impact of surveillance

“CCTV surveillance and the civic conversation: a study in public sociology”

“Sensing the Leviathan”

“The impacts of state surveillance of political assembly and association: A socio-legal analysis”

“The political economy of surveillance in the (wannabe) global city”

“The social impact of surveillance in three UK schools”

“Who is watching over you? The role of shared identity in perceptions of surveillance”
7.3) Studies of surveillance

“Bioterrorism surveillance and privacy: Intersection of HIPAA, the common rule, and public health law”

“Consumer experiences in the ‘house of the future’: An enquiry into surveillance-based consumer research techniques”
Fitchett, J. and Lim, M., Consumption, markets and culture 11, 2 (2008): 137-149.

“Forms of reconciliation”

“La geomatique, outil de surveillance de surveillance de l’orpaillage clandestin en Guyane Francaise”

“Open societies, closed minds? Exploring the ubiquity of suspicion and voyeurism”

“Optimal sequential surveillance for finance, public health, and other areas”

“Phenomenology and surveillance studies: Returning to the things themselves”

“Reviving telecommunications surveillance law”

“Surveillance: Citizens and State”

“The camera never lies, or does it? The dangers of taking CCTV surveillance at face value”
“The evolution of video surveillance: an overview”

“The surveillance simulation of war: Entertainment and surveillance in the twenty-first century”

“The Wire: Big Brother is not watching you in Body-more, Murdaland”

“Watching ourselves: Video surveillance, urban space and self-responsibilisation”

“Workless people and surveillant mashups. Social policy and data sharing in the UK”

8) Surveillance and Intelligence

“A framework for system of systems evaluation with in an airborne intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance environment”

“Communication research and the study of surveillance”

“IBM smart surveillance system (S3): event based video surveillance system with an open and extensible framework”

“Intelligent surveillance based on normality analysis to detect abnormal behaviours”

“Learning from intelligence failures”
“Oh Big Brother, where art thou? On the Internet, of course...”

“Policing terrorism”

“Public eyes get smart”

“Surveillance creep! New manifestations of data surveillance at the beginning of the twenty-first century”

“The Co-opted body and counter-surveillance: The body as data and surveillance”

“The information revolution, security, and international relations: (IR)relevant theory?”

“Training and educating U.S. intelligence analysts”

“‘We can’t spy... If we can’t buy!’: The privatisation of intelligence and the limits of outsourcing ‘inherently governmental functions’”

“Wireless mesh networks to support video surveillance: Architecture, protocol, and Implementation issues”

“Document trove exposes surveillance methods”
9) Surveillance and Intelligence in war

“Descrimination by design: Predictive data mining as security practice in the United States’ ‘war on terror’”

“Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance fusion for coalition operations”

“Of Ziploc bags and black holes: The aesthetics of transparency in the war on terror”

“Rethinking the combined force air component commander’s intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance approach to counterinsurgency”

“Secret love: Obama’s budding romance with the CIA”

“The 911 Attacks — A study of Al Queda’s use of intelligence and counterintelligence”

“The difficulties and dilemmas of international intelligence cooperation”

“Unconventional spies: The counterintelligence threat from non-state actors”

10) Surveillance and paranoia

“Conspiracy theorizing surveillance: Considering modalities of paranoia and conspiracy in surveillance studies”

“Me, Paranoid? Who told you?”
Lewis, R., Philosophy Now July/August (2011).
“Snoop and scoop”

“Terrorism, conspiracy, and surveillance in Bombay’s urban cinema”

11) Surveillance and power

“Constructing empowerment through interpretations of environmental surveillance data”

“Defining violence”

“Digital panopticism and organisational power”

“European Union security and defence policy: Response to unipolarity?”

“Executive overreaching: President’s powers to spy on Americans”

“Global panopticism: States, corporations, and the governance effects of monitoring regimes”

“Panopticon revisited”

“The politics of surveillance: Big Brother on Prozac”

“Trapped in Eden: Adam and Eve as prisoners of God”

“Unlimited power: Why the president’s (warrantless) surveillance program is unconstitutional”
12) Surveillance and the corporate world

“Consumer databases and the commercial mediation of identity: A medium theory analysis”
“Corporate spying costs $45 billion”

“Electronic surveillance of Internet access in the American workplace: implications for management”

“Employment law and WikiLeaks: The challenge and opportunity for employment liability managers”

“Marketing and the rise of commercial consumer surveillance”

“Predicting what you’ll do tomorrow: Panspectric surveillance and the contemporary corporation”

“Public-Private partners against crime: Governance, surveillance and the limits of corporate accountability”

“Social networks, football fans fantasy and reality: How corporate and media interests are invading our lifeworld”

“Spies for hire”

“The rise of the fusion-intelligence complex: A critique of political surveillance after 9-11”
13) Surveillance Online

“Control over personal information in the database era”

“Critical Media Studies 2.0: an interactive upgrade”

“Differences between Internet and community samples of MSM: implications for behavioural surveillance among MSM in China”

“Facebook and online privacy: Attitudes, behaviours, and unintended consequences”

“Friend me if you Facebook”

“From Facebook to mug shot: How the dearth of social networking privacy rights revolutionized online government surveillance”

“Hugo Chavez gets a Twitter account”

“Selling ourselves: Profitable surveillance and online communities”

“Shifting anxieties, altered media: Risk communication in networked times”

“Surveillance and alienation in the online economy”

“The age of transparency: The Internet, social networking and blogging are making the world a radically more transparent place for businesses”
“The Antisocial network”

“The Facebook feeding frenzy — Resistance-through-distance and resistance-through-persistence in the societied network”

“The security implications of ubiquitous social media”
Rose, C., *EABR and ETLC Conference Proceedings, Dublin Ireland*.

“The valorization of surveillance: Towards a political economy of Facebook”

“Virtual borders and surveillance in the digital age”

“Web 2.0, Presumption and Surveillance”

14) The personal experience of surveillance

“A social movement for privacy against surveillance? Some difficulties in en-gendering mass resistance in a land of twitter and tweets”

“Big Brother in the Big Apple”

“Communications surveillance: Privacy and security risk”

“Counter-surveillance as political intervention?”

“Exposure: Exploring the subject of surveillance”
“Is resistance futile? Thoughts on resisting surveillance”

“‘Media surveillance of the natives’: A New Zealand case study — Lake Taupo air space”

“Playing life and living play: How hybrid reality games reframe space, play, and the ordinary”

“The banality of surveillance Michael Haneke's Cache and the Life after the end of privacy”

“ ‘Try to walk with the sound of my footsteps’: The surveillant body in contemporary art”

“Video activism and ambiguities of counter-surveillance”

“Waking up to the surveillance society”

“What price privacy?”

“Who’s watching us at work? Toward a structural-perceptual model of electronic monitoring and surveillance in organisations”

15) The role of Government

“A counterterrorism strategy for the Obama administration”

“A Wikipedia under wraps”
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“Civil liberty in America: The diffusion of Municipal bill of rights resolutions after the passage of the USA Patriot Act”

“Crisis prevention through global surveillance: A task beyond the IMF”

“Cybersecurity in the payment card industry”

“Economic surveillance as a new mode of regional governance: contested knowledge and the politics of risk management in East Asia”

“Give me liberty and give me surveillance: a case study of the US government’s discourse of surveillance”

“Law and technology: Keeping track of telecommunications surveillance”

“Online privacy, government surveillance and National ID cards”

“Surveillance in Germany after 9-11”

“Surveillance, information technology, and reconfiguring borders”

“The court that may not be heard”

“The cross-cultural rhetoric of diplomacy in the case of the US surveillance place landing on Hainan Island, China in April, 2001”

“The politics of transparency and surveillance in post-reunification Germany”
"The security dilemma: A conceptual analysis"

"Transforming US politics surveillance in a new privacy paradigm"

16) The world of Wikileaks

"Nothing to see here"

"Revenge of the quiet American"

"The new age of investigative journalism?"

"The Wikileaks war on America: The strange political coloration of Julian Assange"

"Wikileaks forever"

*University of Cape Town*